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SFR, HIGH-SPEED BROADBAND LEADER, CONTINUES ITS ROLL-OUT
THROUGHOUT THE COUNTRY: COVERING 98% OF THE POPULATION IN 4G AND
90% OF POPULATION COVERAGE IN LESSER POPULATED ZONES 3 YEARS AHEAD
OF OBLIGATORY REQUIREMENT
Mobile high-speed broadband
•
90% of the population in Lesser Populated Zones1 covered 3 years ahead of obligatory requirement
•
466 new towns now have 4G coverage, and 332 new towns now have 4G+ coverage
•
12 new towns now have 4G+ coverage of up to 300 Mbps
•
Launch of 4G+ of up to 500 Mbps in Nice et Montpellier
•
5G at the Altice Campus in Paris
Fixed high-speed broadband
•
France's first fiber optic2 infrastructure provider with 12 million eligible FTTx connections
•
154,000 new fiber connections across 154 towns

Mobile high-speed broadband: 90% of the population in Lesser Populated Zones now covered 3 years
ahead of obligatory requirement. 466 new towns now have 4G coverage, and 332 new towns now have
4G+ coverage.
In October 2018, SFR continued to expand its 4G/4G+ network and remains - according to the French National
Frequencies Agency (ANFR)3 - the provider with the most working 4G antennas in France (35,018 antennas at
the end of October). As of November 1st, 98% of the population has 4G coverage.
Furthermore, SFR has achieved, 3 years ahead of schedule, its target of covering 90% of the population in
Lesser Populated Zones, taken from the obligatory requirement on January 17, 2022.
In October, SFR provided 4G coverage to 466 additional towns, 447 of which have fewer than 3,500
inhabitants, and 4G+ to 332 towns.
For example, Divonne-les-Bains (01), Eyguières (13) or Montargis (45) will now enjoy 4G coverage, while
Sisteron (04), Trégunc (29) or Sauternes (33) will benefit from 4G+ (see lists below).
12 new towns now covered by 4G+ of up to 300 Mbps
SFR continues to invest in order to provide its customers with 4G+ of up to 300 Mbps, offering them a
theoretical maximum speed three times greater than that offered by 4G. Already launched in more than 1,054
towns, this technology is now available in Voiron (38), Mons (69) and Vertou (44) (see lists below).
SFR launches 4G+ of up to 500 Mbps in Nice and Montpellier
SFR was the first provider to launch 4G in France, and since 2017 it has introduced 4G+ of up to 300 Mbps into
the country's 30 largest cities and has now reached an ambitious new milestone.
1,
2
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Lesser Populated Zones according to ARCEP: 22,500 towns making up 18% of the population and 63% of the country
Fiber with optical or coaxial terminal, according to eligibility
According to the barometer produced by the National Frequencies Agency: https://www.anfr.fr/gestion-des-frequences-sites/lobservatoire/

After Bordeaux, Lyon, Saint-Etienne, Marseille and Toulon, 4G+ of up to 500 Mbps is now available in the cities
of Nice and Montpellier. In total, more than 10 major cities are on schedule to receive it by the end of 2018.
SFR customers with a 4G plan and a compatible device will therefore enjoy, at no extra cost, significantly faster
speeds, with no limits to their online mobile usage.
4G+ of up to 500 Mbps is the next level up from standard 4G. Through aggregating four 4G frequency bands,
4G+ of up to 500 Mbps is able to provide a theoretical maximum speed of 593 Mbps, offering customers
unparalleled ease and browsing speed while on the move.
5G at the Altice Campus in Paris
By increasing 4G speeds in this way, SFR continues to provide its customers with the best possible service:
while waiting for 5G to arrive in 2020, from 2019 SFR will be offering 4G speeds of up to 1Gbit/s.
Totally focused on the future, SFR is on the road to 5G, the next generation of mobile, with a view to equipping
the first cities in 2019 and having the commercial launch in 2020. SFR broke new ground last month by using
5G in real terms, for the first time, at the inauguration of the Altice Campus, the headquarters of the most
innovative telecoms and media group in Europe.

Fixed high-speed broadband: France's first fiber optic1 infrastructure provider with 12 million eligible
FTTx connections, in October SFR added 154,000 new fiber connections across 154 towns.
Specifically, in October, 154,000 homes and business premises were made connectable to fiber in 154 towns.
Of these, 92 were new to the world of fiber, such as Château-Thierry (02), Bouc-Bel-Air (13), Lacroix-SaintOuen (60), Le Meux (60) and La Ferté-Gaucher (77) while 62 saw their coverage extended, such as AuneauBleury-Saint-Symphorien (28), Gien (45) et Sotteville-lès-Rouen (76), Goussainville (95) (see lists below).
Today, SFR's fiber services are available in more than 2,300 French towns.
As owner of France's first fiber infrastructure network (FTTH/FTTB), with 12 million available connections, SFR
affirms its leadership and will continue to drive the market with its sustained program of deployment to bring
fiber optic broadband into the heart of the country.

4G+ and 4G+ of up to 300 Mbps are offered at no extra cost to SFR customers with 4G subscriptions and compatible devices. For
information about eligibility for FTTx, mobile coverage and details of the services offered, please visit sfr.fr.

About Altice France – alticefrance.com
Altice France is the leading telecoms-media convergence player in France.
Through SFR, France's second-largest communications services company, Altice France is a
telecommunications industry leader serving 22 million customers. SFR owns the country's first fiber optic
network (FTTB / FTTH) with 12 million eligible FTTx connections. It also boasts the greatest number of 4G
antennas in the country, covering 98% of the population.
SFR enjoys a major presence across the entire market, among the public, businesses, local authorities and
other telecom companies.
Altice France is also a leading media group with 14 television channels, two radio stations and five press
publications, amongst which are iconic brands such as BFM, RMC, Libération and L'Express.
Whether through its digital newsstand, portfolio of sporting fixture rights, or the creation, funding or purchase of
original and exclusive content, Altice France is a pioneer of new publishing and distribution models open to all.
In 2017, Altice France achieved a turnover of 10.8 billion euro.
Follow the Group’s latest news on Twitter: @AlticeFrance
Press contact: presse@alticefrance.com

ANNEX
4G – October 2018
New towns of more than 2,000 inhabitants provided with 4G coverage in October 2018:
Listed by departement: Crozet (01), Thoiry (01), Divonne-les-Bains (01), Ferney-Voltaire (01), Saint-GenisPouilly (01), Alleins (13), Charleval (13), Mallemort (13), Eyguières (13), Lançon-Provence (13), Lanvéoc (29),
Audierne (29), Plouhinec (29), Montreuil-sur-Ille (35), Saint-Lunaire (35), Pleumeleuc (35), Romillé (35), Bédée
(35), Boussay (44), Saint-Herblon,(44), Château-Renard (45), Cepoy (45), Corquilleroy (45), Pannes,(45),
Courtenay (45), Amilly (45), Montargis (45), Le Meux (60), Béthisy-Saint-Pierre (60), Estrées-Saint-Denis (60),
Verberie (60), Saint-Georges-du-Bois (72), Brette-les-Pins (72), Parcé-sur-Sarthe (72), Saint-Mars-d'Outillé
(72), Écommoy (72), Septeuil (78), Mérindol (84),Toucy (89).
4G+ - October 2018
New towns of more than 5,000 inhabitants provided with 4G+ coverage in October 2018:
Listed by department: Sisteron (04), La Fare-les-Oliviers (13), Saint-Rémy-de-Provence (13), Bailleau-l'Évêque
(28), Chauffours (28), Trégunc (29), La Calmette (30), Juillac (32), Sauternes (33), Marsas (33), Saint-Claude
(39), Westhouse (67), Brevilliers (70), Hautot-Saint-Sulpice (76), Les Voivres (88).
4G+ of up to 300 Mbps - October 2018
Main towns provided with 4G+ of up to 300 Mbps in October 2018:
Listed by department (outside Ile-de-France): Reyrieux (01), Opio (06), Carry Le Rouet (13), Guilers (29),
Villeneuve Tolosane (31), Montgermont (35), Voiron (38), Bouguenais (44), Vertou (44), Oberhausbergen (67),
Mions (69), Entraigues-sur-la-Sorgue (84).

Fiber - October 2018
New towns receiving fiber1 for the first time in October 2018:
Listed by department: Coligny (01), Courmangoux (01), Saint-Champ (01), Val-Revermont (01), Abbécourt
(02), Acy (02), Attilly (02), Beaurevoir (02), Beauvois-en-Vermandois (02), Brasles (02), Bucy-le-Long (02),
Caulaincourt (02) ,Château-Thierry (02), Chézy-sur-Marne (02), Courmelles (02), Couvrelles (02), Dallon (02),
Étampes-sur-Marne (02), Étaves-et-Bocquiaux (02), Fontaine-lès-Clercs (02), Foreste (02), Francilly-Selency
(02), Germaine (02), Laffaux (02), Lanchy (02), Maissemy (02), Marest-Dampcourt (02), Margival (02), Missysur-Aisne (02), Montigny-en-Arrouais e(02), Nanteuil-la-Fosse (02), Neuville-sur-Margival (02), Nogentel(02),
Ognes (02), Parpeville (02), Pleine-Selve (02), Prémont (02), Regny (02), Roupy (02), Savy (02), Serain (02),
Serches (02), Sissy (02), Trefcon (02), Vasseny (02), Vermand (02), Villers-le-Sec (02), Bouc-Bel-Air (13),
Bénouville (14), Trégueux (22), Aunay-sous-Auneau (28), Lanneray (28), Bourg-Argental (42), Burdignes (42),
Champdieu (42), Colombier (42), Cottance (42), Lézigneux (42), Nollieux (42), Sail-les-Bains (42), SaintGermain-Laval (42), Saint-Haon-le-Châtel (42), Saint-Haon-le-Vieux (42), Saint-Jean-Saint-Maurice-sur-Loire
(42), Saint-Jean-Soleymieux (42), Saint-Julien-Molin-Molette (42), Saint-Martin-d'Estréaux (42), Saint-Mauriceen-Gourgois (42), Saint-Priest-la-Prugne (42), Saint-Thomas-la-Garde (42), La Tuilière (42), Urbise (42),
Verrières-en-Forez (42), Hundling (57), Camphin-en-Pévèle (59), Nomain (59), Goincourt (60), Labruyère (60),
Lacroix-Saint-Ouen (60), Liancourt (60), Le Meux (60), Rosoy (60), Verderonne (60), Aux Marais (60), BetonBazoches (77), Bezalles (77), Courtacon (77), La Ferté-Gaucher (77), Neufmoutiers-en-Brie (77), SaintAugustin (77), Saint-Martin-des-Champs (77), Bièvres (91).

Towns whose fiber1 coverage was extended in October 2018:
Listed by department: Saint-Quentin (02), Mandelieu-la-Napoule (06), Nice (06), Vence (06), CharlevilleMézières (08), Troyes (10), La Ciotat (13), Dijon (21), Saint-Brieuc (22), Coulounieix-Chamiers (24), AuneauBleury-Saint-Symphorien (28), Morlaix (29), Quimper (29), Toulouse (31), Bordeaux (33), Rennes (35), SaintChamond (42), Carquefou (44), Gien (45), Laval (53), Lorient (56), Vannes (56), Nevers (58), Douai (59),
Maubeuge (59), Rousies (59), Beauvais (60), Avion (62), Boulogne-sur-Mer (62), Calais (62), Harnes (62),
Sallaumines (62), Chambéry (73), Cluses (74), Le Havre (76), Sotteville-lès-Rouen (76), Melun (77), Mitry-Mory
(77), Pommeuse (77), Presles-en-Brie (77), Albi (81), Montauban (82), La Garde (83), La Roche-sur-Yon (85),
Belfort (90), Brunoy (91), Aulnay-sous-Bois (93), Neuilly-Plaisance (93), Pantin (93), Les Pavillons-sous-Bois
(93), Romainville (93), Stains (93), Alfortville (94), Maisons-Alfort (94), Sucy-en-Brie (94), Villeneuve-SaintGeorges (94), Argenteuil (95), Goussainville (95).

